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Advanced Databases

Brendan Tierney
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What we will cover today
• Today we will cover an general overview of Databases.

• It is expected that you already know all of this
• You learned about these topics in your Under Graduate DBs modules
• If you didn’t then you need to catch up
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Only one database has not 
been 
forked/branched/merged/bo
ught/end of life/ etc
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What is a database ?
Shared collection of logically related data (and a description of this data), designed to meet the information needs of an 
organization.
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Are databases important ?

Why?

Could we use something else ?
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What is a Database ?
• Shared collection of logically related data (and a 

description of this data), designed to meet the 
information needs of an organization.

– Shared collection – can be used simultaneously by many 
departments and users.

– Logically related - comprises the important objects and the 
relationships between these objects.

– Description of the data – the system catalog (meta-data) provides 
description of  data to enable data independence
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Who has used a database today ?
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What data are they recording ?

What data is stored in these 
databases
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What databases have you used ?

What other databases are you aware of ?
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Database Vendors

2012
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Database Vendors

2012
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Database Vendors

2012?
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DBMS: A Logical Interface
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University
Database 
Metadata

student
course

lecturer

Lab 
Timetable

Teaching
Schedule

Tutorials

Database 
Management
System

University Database
Data

Data 
Dictionary or 
System Catalog ?QUERIES
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DBMS Processing 
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Database Environment
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Benefits of Database Technology
• Controlling redundancy in data storage and in development and maintenance 

efforts
• Sharing of data among multiple users
• Restricting unauthorized access to data
• Providing multiple interfaces to different classes of users
• Representing complex relationships among data
• Enforcing integrity constraints on the database
• Providing backup and recovery services
• Potential for enforcing standards
• Flexibility to change data structures
• Reduced application development time
• Availability of up-to-date information
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Reduces the amount of work/coding 
a programmer has to do

Do not have to code routine data 
Manipulation tasks

Can focus on the Application
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Database Basics – Core Features

These are the basic reasons you pay license fees for commercial Databases
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SQL
Standard

SQL 2020+    :        Graph Data & Query Language
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ISO/IEC 9075 Database Language SQL

SQL-87 – Transactions, Create, Read, Update, Delete
SQL-89 – Referential Integrity
SQL-92 – Internationalization, etc.

SQL:1999 – User Defined Types
SQL:2003 – XML
SQL:2008 – Expansions and corrections

SQL:2011 – Temporal
SQL:2016 – JSON, Polymorphic Table functions
SQL:2019 – Multi-dimensional Arrays
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SQL Language
• DDL – Data Definition Language

– CREATE
– ALTER

• DML – Data Manipulation Language

– SELECT
– INSERT
– UPDATE
– DELETE
– MERGE - UPSERT
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SELECT * 
FROM   … ;

1

2

- Only select the Attributes we need

- Only return the Records we need

- Use SQL to Analyse our data
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Databases have disadvantages too

What are they ?
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When not to use a DBMS
• Main inhibitors (costs) of using a DBMS:

• High initial investment and possible need for additional hardware
• Overhead for providing generality, security, recovery, integrity, and 

concurrency control

• When a DBMS may be unnecessary:
• If the database and applications are simple, well defined, and not expected 

to change
• If there are stringent real-time requirements that may not be met because 

of DBMS overhead
• If access to data by multiple users is not required

• When no DBMS may suffice:
• If the database system is not able to handle the complexity of data because 

of modeling limitations
• If the database users need special operations not supported by the DBMS
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Database Languages
§ Data Definition Language

§ CREATE,  ALTER,  MODIFY

§ Data Manipulation Language
§ INSERT,  UPDATE,  SELECT,  DELETE

§ Procedural Languages based on SQL.  Typically using 3GL and 4GL 
structures.  Oracle’s PL/SQL

§ On-line tutorials 
§ http://sqlzoo.net
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http://sqlzoo.net/
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Major Risk
SQL injection

Typical 3 Tier – plus a bit more

Applications

What should we have instead ?
Yes it is a lot more work
But a lot more secure
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Thick Database Paradigm
• You need to go read about this – This is a very important topic
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• The connect user does not own database objects
• The connect user has access to API objects only
• The API consists of stored objects and views
• Data is processed by set-based operations
• Exceptions are documented

Thick DB = SmartDB = Pink DB Paradigm

i.e. good programming 
28
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the Thick Database Paradigm

Go google it now

You have 10mins

Be ready to discuss
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Sharing—Multiple views of data
• How many tables are in your Database?
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Database Management System

Database
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Scalable

Highly Secure

No Data 
MovementReal Time

Production
Deployment

Faster
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Database Architecture
• The 3-schema architecture supports the concept of Data 

Independence
• Logical Data Independence: The capacity to change the conceptual schema without 

having to change the external schemas and their application programs (e.g. 
addition/removal of entities).

• Physical Data Independence: The capacity to change the internal schema without 
having to change the conceptual schema (e.g. using different file organizations, 
storage structures/devices).

– When a schema at a lower level is changed, only the internal mappings
between this schema and higher-level schemas need to be changed
• The higher-level schemas themselves are unchanged.  Hence, the application 

programs need not be changed since the refer to the external schemas.
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Ansi-Sparc 3 Schema Database Architecture
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Conceptual SchemaConceptual Level

Physical schemaInternal Level

External Level
External 
View A

External 
View B

External 
View N

external/conceptual mapping

conceptual/internal mapping

End Users

Stored Database

Logical Data Independence

Physical Data Independence
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Data Independence

• Logical data independence
– change the conceptual schema without having to change the external schemas

• Physical data independence
– change the internal/physical schema without having to change the conceptual 

schema
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Database

New 
hardware

New functions

New 
users

New storage 
techniques Linkage to other 

databases

New data
User's 
view

Change in 
use

Change in 
technology
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Database People

• Database Administrator (DBA)
• directs or performs all activities related to maintaining a successful database environment. 
• Responsibilities include designing, implementing, and maintaining the database system; establishing 

policies and procedures pertaining to the management, security, maintenance, and use of the DBMS; 
and training employees in database management and use

• Database Designers
• responsible for identifying the data that needs to be stored in the database and for developing the 

data model that meets the project requirements.  
• skills required are good application development experience,  business analysis,  problem solving,  

data modeling and database development

• Database Developers
• responsible for developing the applications that will interface with the database and to other 

applications.  
• Development languages will consist of SQL and some other procedural language e.g. C++, Java, etc

• End Users
• use the database application on a daily basis to perform their duties.  
• Power Users - are highly experienced staff who have been trained in the complexity of the application 

and how the database functions
• Casual Users / Application Users
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Database People
• What parts of the 3 schema architecture do each of the 

database people interact with  ?
– People
• DBA
• DB Designers
• DB Developers
• End Users

– 3 Schema Architecture
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Conceptual Schema

External Schemas

Physical Schema

Your ER Diagram goes here
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Common DBA Tasks
• As an DBA, you can expect to be involved in the following tasks:

– Installing DBMS software
– Creating databases
– Performing upgrades of the database and software to new release levels
– Starting up and shutting down the database
– Managing the database’s storage structures
– Managing users and security
– Managing schema objects, such as tables, indexes, and views
– Making database backups and performing recovery when necessary
– Proactively monitoring the database’s health and taking preventive or corrective action 

as required
– Monitoring and tuning performance

• In a small to midsize database environment, the DBA might be the sole person 
performing these tasks. 

• In large, enterprise environments, the job is often divided among several DBAs, 
each with their own specialty, such as database security or database tuning.

• Application specific DBAs
• Development / Productions DBAs
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Database Designer
• The Database Designer performs the following tasks & roles
– ER Diagram
– Validations (Domains)
– Constraints
– Rules
– Data flows
– Interactions with other systems
– …

• Other terms used include
– Data / Database Architect
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Database Developer
• Develop front-end applications

• Validations (Domains)
• Constraints
• Rules
• GUI
• Linking GUIs

• Develop middleware
• Develop backend applications
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End Users
• What are their tasks and roles that relate to the 

Database
– naive and sophisticated
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Components of a DMBS
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New Challenges

Greater emphasis on DB Security
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New Challenges
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https://db-engines.com/en/ranking
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https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=auto&tl=en&u=https%3A%2F%2Femploi.developpez.com%2Factu%2F254125%2FEmploi-developpeur-2018-les-bases-de-donnees-les-plus-demandees-et-les-mieux-payees%2F
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https://db-engines.com/en/ranking
https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=auto&tl=en&u=https%3A%2F%2Femploi.developpez.com%2Factu%2F254125%2FEmploi-developpeur-2018-les-bases-de-donnees-les-plus-demandees-et-les-mieux-payees%2F
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What database do you use?

But Why?

Have to tried other Big Data DB engines?
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Assignment A !
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ER Diagram

X
76

ER Diagram in Oracle Data Modeller

✓
77
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Why design/model the data

78
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ER Data Modelling Tools
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Exercise
For each of the following descriptions, give an appropriate ER 

diagram 

1. Each company operates four departments and each department belongs to 
one company

2. Each department may or may not employ one or more employees, and each 
employee is employed by one department

3. Each employee may or may not have one or more dependents and each 
dependent belongs to one employee

4. Each employee may or may not have an employment history
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Homework - 1
§ SMS Text Messaging Application on your phone

§ What are the Data requirements ?

§ What data do we need to exist before we use the application ?

§ What data will be captured ?

§ What are the data rules ?
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Homework - 2

§ Purchasing a train ticket

§ What data do we need to exist before we use the application ?

§ What data will be captured ?

§ What are the data rules ?
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Where Can you Learn More ?
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